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Thank you for your coming here at this time.
Who came last time here? Ok, thank you so much.

We have some emerging situation in our movement. Especially, as you know the so-called Kwak group.
Rev. Kwak’s group. Do you know what’s happening now? (No, actually I don’t know)
Did you hear about some story or information about the Kwak group? (I heard some, but not from the
vertical…I saw a video posted by the Kwak group.)
In one sense, I’m so happy to see you here. Of course, I really want to continue the OSDP but some urgent
situation arose.
The Global Peace Leadership Conference (GPLC) is coming on June 2

nd

rd

and 3 for 2 days.

Someone already came and are organizing the conferences here, special meetings…maybe not so extremely
deep but we are concerned about this situation.
Maybe we need some explanation about what is happening here now, especially the starting point or the origin
of this so-called ‘Kwak group’ activities. Sorry to say, in one sense, it is very painful, as we have never
experienced in the past this serious one.
Coming up to the point where the History will end January 13, 2013 HC (Feb 23 Solar C)
This is the Foundation Day of CIG.
The time is coming. We have much less than 300 days… - 285 days left.
True Parents feel so painful. We are reaching the final stage of the providence.
Maybe I can explain to you a little bit.

Sorry this (Power point) is written only in Japanese, because, we didn’t even have time to translate the
contents. Of course, I just came here to give these contents in Japanese and someone would translate, that
was my idea. But right here I was told that I will speak in English. But anyway…
The Kwak group was organized, starting from our respectful brother, Rev. Kwak.
We can’t almost believe that this kind of thing can happen. I couldn’t believe, even now very difficult to believe.
But fact is fact.
When I was working in America, also, I had a very nice relationship with him and he was such a wonderful
leader and also a faithful a leader, a core exemplary leader of our movement.
Nevertheless, now the situation changed, why…
This is Chapter one: How Rev. Kwak’s group deviated from the principled way.
Second is about Rev. Kwak’s responsibility and some other situations…
So, let’s start from the beginning.
Actually, it was 1998, July 19

th,

rd

that Hyun Jin Nim, the 3 son of our True Parents, was given the mission to

take the responsibility of vice president for FFWPU. At that time Rev. Kwak was the world president. At that
time True Parents were so happy with the new assignment of Hyun Jin Nim. This was a hope to our movement,
and also we felt that even though at this time True Father is getting old, there is no problem because Hyun Jin

Nim is here. He would take responsibility for True Parents. That was our feeling. Also, I, myself, felt that way.
Then also, Rev. Kwak’s family was so beautiful, so wonderful and a really exemplary family in our movement.
That was very good.
Unfortunately, many things began to happen.
We don’t have so much time, so maybe point by point.

In 2005, TP gave the missions to 3 of the True Children:
One to Hyun Jin Nim (TP’s second son) - he should be responsible for America and Europe. America means
North and South, both. also Europe, that’s the mission of Hyun Jin Nim.
Kook Jin Nim - he was given the mission of Asia, basically.
th

And then for the 7 son, our World President now, Hyung Jin Nim, was given the responsibility to take care of
the religious aspect of the movement.
From that time, we were feeling that the 3

rd

son Hyun Jin Nim, supporting True Parents directly, he would

succeed in the mission. Anyway, that was our feeling.
At the time, when this mission was given to three sons, then Hyun Jin Nim felt really difficult and told to True
Parents that his younger brothers are too young. But True Parents did not accept that opinion. Hyun Jin Nim
went through some painful period but he finally managed his way through his feelings and emotions and
everything and then, he decided to follow True Parents whatever may happen. So it was very good.
Here are some starting points of the deviation of Rev. Kwak from the Principle Way.

Of course, Rev. Kwak was the world president of our movement, which was the most reliable and trusted, and
True Parents trusted Rev. Kwak so deeply and at that time, simultaneously he was the chairman of Tongil
Foundation (taking care of money and also he had the number 1 authority position under True Parents. That is
why he had such a respectful position and he had enough contents to do that. But, all of a sudden the mission
changed and instead of Rev. Kwak, Kook Jin Nim came into that position because it was providential.
But this was not so easy to accept, of course he didn’t say anything, but a difficult time began. But, you don’t
have to say that his deviation was absolute at that time… it was not like that, he must be going through some
feeling , some difficulty in this situation.
Then, Rev. Kwak began UPF activities to support Hyun Jin Nim. GPF conference and also conventions and
many other activities.

Then here comes a very crucial situation.

Actually, True Parents asked Rev. Kwak to run for the presidency of South Korea at that time. It was 2007. But
it wasn’t so easy for Rev. Kwak to receive that direction, because, substantially the situation wasn’t so easy.
From the human point of view it was almost an impossible task. Because our foundation wasn’t so big and also
the name of our movement also wasn’t so popular. That’s why by running for the presidency, almost it’s
impossible to get to that point. Actually, this is the point that Rev. Kwak should have had absolute obedience,
the spirit of absolute obedience, to do whatever Father asked.

At that time, Rev. Kwak was in the position to take some responsibility for our newspaper, Seigye Ilbo; legally,
he couldn’t run for the presidency, but it was still an excuse
There was a way, but anyway, he could not. Even if he went through many painful feelings and sufferings and
also difficulties, absolute faith was what he should have taken. Father, then, asked other leaders, but no one
was ready. Someone had the citizenship of the USA… very difficult… how painful Father felt. You have no idea
how to understand the depths of the suffering of True Parents at the time… but now, we can’t go into this so
much...

On April 8, 2008, True Parents’ Day, in Hawaii, there was a special ceremony of the unity of Cain and Abel
centering on True Mother. At that time, Father pointed to Hyun Jin Nim, you are the Cain position. He didn’t call
the name, but he pointed to Hyun Jin Nim and he said (Korean?) and also Kook Jin Nim as Abel. A special
unification ceremony, a ceremony of unity was very important. Maybe later I may be able to explain, but the
mission of Mother is to embrace Cain Abel together and bring them to True Father. That is the fulfillment of the
Eve nation.
Then soon, April 9, there was a general election in Korea. Also, Father gave direction that many of the leaders
should run for office. But it was not so successful. Then actually … I cannot say, but… some possibility that this
might be, one of the reasons that Hyung Jin Nim, the seventh son, was assigned to become the world
president. Then this was how Rev. Kwak lost the mission of the world president. Now, Rev. Kwak’s mission as
chairman of the Tongil Foundation was lost. Now next, the most important mission of the world president, was
lost. Now he didn’t have anything. That’s how, maybe, he must have the pain of the feeling of missing love. In
one sense, like the archangel.

But now Hyun Jin Nim came to Japan and we had a huge convention, successful. That was good, we were so
happy with that. And that mission was continued to South America, Africa and Mongolia. But for some reason I
heard that Father wasn’t happy with that kind of situation.. I don’t know why.
But on March 8, 2009, (Chok cho in Korea), That was the OSDP lectures centering on President Yu. And at
that time, True Father asked True Children to join together in that workshop. I didn’t know but I heard later that
Father asked Hyun Jin Nim put every mission aside, and come with me for one year and study more. You need
to understand Cain and Abel, more. But, it was because Hyun Jin Nim couldn’t do anything all over the world.
But, Hyun Jin Nim, sorry to say, but could not obey. He could not follow Father’s direction. And Hyun Jin Nim
continued the GPF tour all over the world, continuously. Surely it was so painful to True Parents.
Then now, you can see, Rev. Kwak didn’t have any mission, substantially. And also Hyun Jin Nim, too, was
asked to stop, even temporarily. And just be with True Parents, it was so hard. Both Hyun Jin Nim and Rev.
Kwak didn’t have anything. It was not so easy to take.

To continue the GPF activity, a monetary foundation was necessary. Here comes the UCI issue (The
Unification Church International). This means the monetary foundation for the Unification Church missionary
work. No other purpose. A lot of funds were invested there.
Then Hyun Jin Nim, I don’t know exactly, but then Pres Kim and Mr. Joo was taken away from the board. Now,

UCI board committee, has only, Michael Soma, Richard Pieria and Hyun Jin Nim, These three, but it was just
the beginning point of their difficulties.

Then, here comes the point where Hyun Jin Nim leaves from True Parents. Not an absolute one, but anyway,
externally. And also, Rev. Kwak also, didn’t come to HDH any more.

HJN continued GPF (even though True Father said, don’t do.) Father asked them to change the name and to
work under UPF. But Hyun Jin Nim couldn’t do that. Then for Rev. Kwak, too. When Rev. Kwak left Father’s
place(?) Father’s HDH, Father mentioned to Rev. Kwak, “You may leave me, but don’t take the word of True
Parents with you. Don’t take the word of True Parents with you. But, also, Rev. Kwak couldn’t follow. Then
eventually, UCI board members like HJN, Michael Soma, Richard Perie, Jin Man Kwak and (….) Kim. In other
words, these are all together with Rev. Kwak. Then, now, this is the point where anything could be decided by
this group. All under Rev. Kwak, in one sense. Now they can take over. Take over the UCI, meaning the
monetary foundation of our movement under True Parents.

Then lots of things began to start. Public property was taken and sold, one by one.

One, Atlantic Video Building, American members know, no more under True Parents. It was sold.
Also, Jefferson House 34:59 As you know, in our heart, it’s the most precious place in our movement.
And also, Washington Times… also was once lost but was taken back by Father’s … of pain (payment)
Father’s pain. Without this Washington Times, what would have happened to the world?
Father actually solved the issue of communism based on this foundation of the Washington Times.
Actually, if this was lost, Father had no idea how to deal with the world. This Washington Times Newspaper is
so important. But now Father took it back. Much additional money had to be spent to buy it back, but now it
belongs to TPs again.
Also the Sheraton
Also the Yoido issue… s huge problem. Now True Parents, Hyung Jin Nim and Kook Jin Nim are suffering a lot
because of this situation.
Washington Times Aviation was taken away. Huge properties were taken away. Father’s many years of
investment to build his foundation upon which he wanted to accomplish his own mission to restore the world.
But also at the last moment of Father’s providence, all the foundation on which he stood was taken away. Not
like an earthquake, more than an earthquake…the foundation upon which he stood was completely collapsed.

How difficult it was. Also, Father didn’t have an airplane to go all over the world. That airplane was taken away.
Now they must use commercial flights. He is 90 and going here and there and here and there with commercial
flights.. how difficult it was. There are many painful stories, tearful stories behind the scenes. Eventually, even
the word was taken away from True Parents. Even though Father had said “Even though you can leave me but
don’t take the word of True Parents with you.” But he is using them. Also, I said this already that public property,
heavenly property was taken from Father. And also Human Resources were taken.

So the meeting, which may be happening soon, (Global Peace Leadership Conference (GPLC) is coming on
June 2

nd

and 3

rd)

is in line with this direction. They are trying to catch Japanese members from Father. Already

planned, surely, well planned. You can’t imagine this situation. You know, when you see this contents deeply,
you feel that this situation was same as the time of the fall of man. The pattern is the same.

What did Lucifer take from God first? The word of God… not to eat. God gave to man many blessings and not
to eat. This was taken by Lucifer. Word of God was taken. That’s why the children or the descendants of the
fallen Adam, they don’t have the words.. they don’t have the truth of God. That’s why in this world we don’t
have the words not to eat. You can eat. That’s what people of this world are saying now. You can eat as you
like. This kind of thing is happening now because we lost. We don’t have words because our ancestor lost,
because Lucifer took over the truth of God. Then also, Lucifer invaded man power, invaded Eve first. Then
through Eve, Adam was taken away. Adam’s descendants were taken away. That’s way the descendants of
fallen Adam and Eve are under the dominion of Satan. Same thing happened, same pattern. And also,
eventually property got taken by Satan. That’s why Satan had dominion all over the world. Same pattern. Rev.
Kwak is not Satan… our brother. Same pattern. That’s why now, God lost everything. 44:52 Please understand
that Rev. Kwak is not Satan. A similar pattern was going on... that’s the point.

Rev. Kwak is our precious Elder Brother. True Mother’s mission is to embrace and learn to come to True Adam.
But this group, unfortunately, is attacking True Mother, pretty much. This, also, must be considered in this
explanation.

Maybe just to answer this point, True Parents were clearly in Alaska, he gathered the members and really
talked that ‘Please understand that Rev. Kwak and Hyun Jin Nim have never been an enemy at all. Loving
Sons, that’s why, please come back. They can come back. That’s what Father’s real heart. He wants to
embrace everyone so that all children can get into the Kingdom of Heaven. That’s the reason when someone
doesn’t obey to True Parents, they cannot go into the KOH. That’s why, without True Parents it’s impossible to
go into KOH, that’s why if someone is separated from True Parents direction, desire and hope then it cannot be
right. That’s why, please understand and repent and come back to me. Let’s go together. That’s Father’s love.
It never changes. Then at the point of the painful feeling of True Parents, of course, Father doesn’t have time
and he lost the foundation, and Father, from the depths of his pain of heart, he gave the declaration. Please
return his property and these situations back to the original situations. That’s the main point of True Parents’
really tearful desire and hope.

Can you see the declaration….
Kris reads it … ( also attached)

This is the statement given by True Parents. Signed by True Parents. But, since that time, nothing happened,
basically. In other words, nothing was returned to True Parents, yet. True Parents are waiting. This is the pain

of our True Parents.

So, Father lost so many foundations. He has no time until D Day. True Parents really are going to D Day
together with all brothers and sisters without exception. That’s why Father is calling saying please come back,
please realize the mistake of disobedience. And come back and let’s go into KOH together. No other intention, I
think. He wants to forgive, and comeback, forgive and love and go into the KOH together. That’s the main
point.

In order to understand how to go, I want to tell something about, Hyung Jin Nim.

Father assigned Hyung Jin Nim as the world president, this time. But, who is the Father? That’s an important
understanding. Maybe, I’ll talk a little bit about the situation of the Hyung Jin Nim. Actually, when Hyung Jin
Nim’s elder brother went into the spiritual world, it was so shocking to Hyung Jin Nim.

So shocking. Until that

time, HJN was kind of a naughty boy, a mischievous boy. But now it was so shocking because he really
respected Young Jin Nim. Then he began to research what happened to my brother. And also, at the same
time, he researched why we need our True Parents now. He couldn’t understand. True Parents were physical
parents for him, but why do we need True Parents this time. Then, he cut hair and shaved his head and he
went to research to understand why does this world need True Parents now. That’s the point that he couldn’t
understand.

Then he went to Harvard University and studied about of all kinds of religions all over the world
and many languages. When he got into the world of Christianity, how beautiful Christianity was and Jesus’ love
is so deep. He gave life to his brothers. That’s what Jesus himself mentioned that’s what Jesus did. Sacrificing
his own life and gaining a new life to enter a new world. How beautiful how precious his life was. And also,
when HJN researched the content of Buddhism, also he felt how deep the content was and how deep the love
was. He was so moved. And also other religions and Confucianism. But nevertheless, he still couldn’t find why
this world needs True Parents at this time. He didn’t understand, he couldn’t understand. So he went through
these kinds of search for 7 years. And also afterwards, he gave the preaching for 2 years, at that time, he
already made 5 years. But still he couldn’t understand. He got into the depths of meditation, deep meditation
from 2:00, everyday. And in the depths of meditation, his spiritual senses were open and he saw the tortures of
True Parents, just in front of himself. How painful it was. In that shame, Father was shouting that mankind were
my sons and daughters, my children. At any sacrifice of myself, I’ll bring these children back to God. He was
shouting. And simultaneously, he could see the spiritual world, he entered the spiritual world. In the pits of Hell,
shockingly, HJN found True Father under torture. Not only in the physical world but also in the spiritual world it
was the same way. The people of hell are my children. Therefore, whatever price may have to be paid, I want
to embrace all of mankind back to God. Then HJN cried out. And then, probably embracing True Parents and
True Father, he cried out. Now he understood who True Father was, Who True Father is.

Jesus went the course of crucifixion. He loved his enemy, too.

But his love was unfortunately limited. He

could love God as a parent, children’s love. And he could love brothers and sisters. But Jesus was not given
even the chance to love his own wife, he couldn’t marry. That’s why he had no experience to embrace his
loving sons and daughters, directly. Other religious leaders were the same. It’s only True Parents who went
through the love for God and Brother and sister... and could go beyond that. True Parents have received a
bride and spouse love was accomplished, completed. Also, had children and embraced children. And parental
love he experienced. In other words, the 4 great realms of heart was accomplished by True Parents. That’s
why it’s the greatest love in the world that ever happened. No greater love is possible. It’s only TP that have
such a love. That’s the point where Hyung Jin Nim really cried out. I never understood who Father was. Never,
never, never.

Repenting, shedding tears. He couldn’t go directly to True Parents and he wrote a letter to True Father. I don’t
know, but when Father read that letter, how happy and grateful Father was. Finally, I have my real son who
really understood my heart, the house of God. The next day, Father asked Rev. Chang Kim to read the letter’s
contents in HDH.

(I (Pres. Kim) attended this True Father my entire life, for 50 years, but I didn’t know who TF was and he cried
out..) Father was watching and shedding tears and said only one word… finally, finally …you understood me,
He who understood the heart of TP was his own loving son. How happy, how happy True Father was. I
remember, when he was talking about many things, many times I heard this word: I am praying to God
because I want to have such a person, if I can find someone who can understand my heart, God’s heart, then I
may burst into tears at that point. But, I cannot find anyone, no one, I can’t find anyone. I am praying to God
that Heavenly Father, please send one person once every hundred years that loves you more than I love you.
This is my prayer, I directly heard Father mention this a couple of times. Finally, he found God’s love, true final
ultimate love. That’s the love of True Parents.

Then this Father Son relationship is the real absolute standard

Finally, Hyung Jin Nim found God’s true love, ultimate love, that’s the love of True Parents. Then this
Father/Son relationship, between True Father and world president Hyung Jin Nim is the real, absolute standard
of children’s love, Parental Love and Children’s Love. Thus it embraces all loves. It is the Greatest love in the
universe, Eternal love.

Then, that’s why President Hyung Jin Nim is totally under True Parents. Whatever may happen, whatever True
Parents may say, I (True Father)am happy with you. Now, Kook Jin Nim is now together with Hyung Jin Nim
supporting True Parents, directly. One day, two together went to Father. Father, we are together. We really
want to fulfill whatever you want us to do. Together they want to liberate TP’s heart. When we realize this point,
now Cain and Abel become one. Kook Jin Nim is the Cain position and Hyung Jin Nim is the Abel position to be
embraced by True Mother. True Father embraced True Mother and Children together and the other Children of
course, are also going this direction.. step by step. Surely including Hyun Jin Nim, eventually.

Some are in the spirit world and some in the physical world, wherever they may be, they are going back to True
Parents. Then, this is the completion of True Father’s mission, the most essential mission. On the 50

th

anniversary of the True Parents’ Holy Wedding (from 1960 to 2010, the year before last) ( Solar calendar April
th

29 , True Parents’ day) at that time, the final, absolute unity between True Father and Mother was completed.
Total unity was completed. Upon that foundation, God became one with them. Three became totally became
one. No one can separate them. This is the absolute victory of True Parents. The position and mission of True
Parents will never end. True Parents are True Parents forever… beyond the physical world, even when they
get into the spiritual world. Still, TP are TP of entire mankind forever. That’s why we follow True Parents.
Eventually, we can be with True Parents forever. If we separate, we can’t see a way. If we follow someone who
follows True Parents, then, we will be following True Parents, forever. If we follow someone who is not following
True Parents, then we can’t follow True Parents. If there is some deviation among us, we are eager to pray for
them, also we all have many possibilities of mistakes, repenting ourselves, and also praying for some who are
not going that way(the way of True Parents), so that we all can come back to True Parents. 1:19:36

If I am wrong, I’m willing to change. This is what I know, but according to what I understood is this.

Rev Sudo concluded at this point
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Ref. No. WMH 2011-40

To
: Regional presidents, National messiahs, National leaders
From : Unification Church World Mission Headquarters
Date : 4.27 by the Heavenly Calendar (May 29, 2011)
Re.
: True Parents’ Declaration
May the grace and love of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind be with all
regions, nations, providential organizations and blessed families.
True Parents successfully completed a ten-nation speaking tour covering Korea, Europe,
the Middle East and the United States during the past month starting from April 24, for the purpose
of creating a victorious foundation for the providential Foundation Day of Cheon Il Guk on January
13, 2013. Even now, they are investing themselves completely at the forefront of the providence,
day and night.
The leaders of the current UCI have capriciously made use of public assets against the will
and direction of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and in contradiction of the
tradition of the Unification movement which we have solemnly upheld to this day centering on True
Parents. This conduct has repeatedly caused True Parents concern over a long period of time.
In order to bring a resolution to this situation in accordance with the Principle, and from
their deep love, True Parents gave the following declaration on the 23rd day of the 4th month by the
heavenly calendar (May 25, 2011) to the Unification Church worldwide and all blessed families and
members in the spirit world and physical world, particularly to our members involved with UCI. All
leaders should engrave the words of True Parents’ declaration in their hearts and guide members in
accordance with True Parents’ heart and words.
Attach : Declaration by the True Parents

Hyung Jin Moon
International President
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Declaration by the True Parents
We hereby instruct as follows to all Tongilgyo (Unification
Church) blessed families and members throughout the world in the
spirit world and the physical world, particularly those under the
direction of UCI.
First, all members are not to forget that they must obey absolutely
all directions and commands of the True Parents, who are the only
True Parents in the world for all perpetuity and eternity. This is
the eternal tradition and faith of the Unification Church.
This applies cosmically to True Children in the same way that it
does to the general membership.
Second, we instruct Hyun Jin Moon and other members of the
UCI Board of Directors to step down from that board
immediately.
True Parents, who are the founders of UCI, will form the UCI
board anew in its entirety, and put into proper order and manage
all related organizations. We have already instructed that UCI be
recovered, and, as the persons responsible for the cosmos, we have
authorized and fully support the legal action that has been filed to
accomplish this. If our instructions in this document are followed,
however, we will have the court action stopped immediately.
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Third, we instruct Hyun Jin Moon and other members of the UCI
Board of Directors, also Chung Hwan Kwak (former UCI Board
chairman, Hyun Jin Moon’s father-in-law) and his family and
relatives, to return to True Parents, who are the founders, all rights
related to the ongoing construction project to develop the Yeouido
Holy Land in Korea. The plan will be reestablished and the
development will take place on a providential dimension.
Fourth, we instruct Hyun Jin Moon and other members of the UCI
Board of Directors to cease all other legal proceedings now being
conducted under the direction of UCI, and to return to True
Parents all property being held as a result of the disposition of
public assets not approved by True Parents. All such property will
be used publicly to accomplish the providence of God.
We issue these instructions to the entire world as the Founders of
Tongilgyo (Unification Church) and all related organizations and
institutions, and in the names of the husband and wife Sun Myung
Moon and Hak Ja Han Moon, who are the True Parents. Our
desire is that all persons properly obey these points for all eternity.

True Parents – Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han Moon
23rd Day, 4th Month by the Heavenly Calendar (May 25), 2011

